
Inquir� Projec�: �� Performanc� - Under th� Spotligh�
Choose a performing arts topic: DANCE, DRAMA, MUSIC or MEDIA 🎶

Make an iMovie
Using iMovie or another movie making app, make a
movie about your chosen topic. It can be a fictional
movie or you could make a documentary. The choice
is yours!

Statistics & Facts
Find out some interesting statistics or facts about
your chosen topic. Display them creatively as a
poster/Seesaw post. Don’t forget to write the facts in
your own words so that you understand them.

Around Your Home
Find things around your home that could be used for
your chosen topic. Take a photo of them on Seesaw
and explain how they could be used.

Design a Costume
Design a costume for your chosen performing arts
topic. Draw it in detail. Make sure to include labels to
show what you have included. Give it a title and
write a couple of sentences about your design.

Learn a New Skill
Learn a new skill from your chosen performing arts
topic. Perfect it. Record it.

Write a Letter to a Famous Person
Write a letter to a celebrity in one of the performing
arts. What would you want to tell them or ask them?

Interview
Create a fake interview from someone who is famous
in your chosen performing arts topic. Ask them some
interesting questions about their career. What might
their answers be?

Advertiser
Make an advertising poster outlining your chosen
topic. Include a brand name, slogan and logo. It could
be a poster advertising a new play or movie or
maybe a poster advertising the benefits of dance,
drama or music.

Illustrator
Draw a detailed picture showing the elements of the
performing arts of your choice. What are some of the
things you need to perform this art?

History
When did your chosen topic originate? How has it
changed throughout the time? Is it still the same
today as it was originally?

Money, money, money!
Find out how much money you can earn in one of
the performing arts. How much does this compare
with other jobs? Do some Maths and find out some
interesting facts.

Culture
Look into a culture of your choice. What can you find
out about their traditional dance, drama or music?
You could choose Indigenous Australian, Chinese,
New Zealand - the options are endless.


